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Introduction: During an extensive grid-mapping 

campaign [1], we detected narrow and sinuous 

channels that seem to link enclosed basins (Fig. 1). 

These channels are characterized by lengths of up to a 

few kilometers, and narrow widths (≤100 m). Their 

paths are mostly single-threaded. 

The study area is an unnamed crater (~80 km in 

diameter), located in a mid-latitudinal region (Fig. 2, 

centered at 40°S 12°E). According to its appearance, 

the crater is very likely of Amazonian origin. 

Considering that, we expect that only landforms, 

evolving in an Amazonian environmental regime are 

preserved. The region is mostly covered by a recent 

ice-rich mantling [2]. The ejecta of the crater has a 

rugged topography, and is characterized by multiple 

enclosed basins; each with only a few kilometers in 

extent. The sinuous channels are often incised into 

ridges separating the basins. 

The goal of this work is to understand how the 

channels could evolve and overcome the ridges, and 

why they often show a high sinuosity. 

Methods: Mapping of the channels as well as 

morphometric measurements are based on CTX 

imagery (mapping scale is 1:20,000) [3]. HRSC-DEM 

[4-6] and MOLA datasets [7] were used for 

quantifying the local topography. For calculating the 

sinuosity of the channels, we measured their sinuous 

length and the straight line between their end points. 

Preliminary Results: The basins are mostly 

located on top of the higher elevated parts of the ejecta 

blanket. Their floor is always filled by a volatile-rich 

material, with a varying texture (smooth to rough). 

This infill often has a sharp transit at the basin’s 

margins (Fig. 1B). Our map (Fig. 2) shows a high 

density of the basins in the SE quadrant, and a lower 

density in the SW quadrant of the ejecta blanket. 

The small channels occur at a low density over the 

entire study area. Their highest density is found on the 

W rim of the crater, while they are mostly lacking in 

the SE quadrant of the rim. Almost 50% of all channels 

have a sinuosity of 1.2 to 1.3 (Fig. 3). Most channels 

are ingrown meanders; we could not detect any clear 

cut-offs yet. Usually, the single-threaded channels are 

located on top of a ridge that separates two adjacent 

basins. Moreover, they are mostly lacking any 

depositional features like fans. Branching is not 

common. 

An unexpected finding are arcuate crevasse 

features (Fig. 4) with a diameter of ≤2 km. Their form 

is mostly circular, but they can also appear oval. The 

crevasses are arranged as steps, whose lower termini 

correlate with the center of the circular depression. 

Discussion: While the basins are distributed 

densely along the ejecta blanket, the channels occur 

scattered. This aspect, together with the scarcity of 

channel networks, excludes a formation by 

precipitation due to high air temperatures. 

The lack of depositional features of the channels 

remains enigmatic. Either the more recent basin fills 

cover them or they never evolved. Even along the 

streams, we could not identify any bank depositional 

features. On Earth, such morphologies are found at 

supraglacial streams that have no mechanism for 

deposition [8]. In this case, thermal erosion into a 

volatile-rich subsurface would be a possible formation 

mechanism [8]. Considering the irregular distribution 

of the channels, we prefer local subsurface heat 

sources to warm climatic conditions to trigger melting 

(remnant impact heat?). In this case, the channels 

could form in a cold Amazonian environment [9,10]. 

Alternatively, impact melts formed the channels. 

Thick deposits and flows with a rough surface 

characterize such melts [11]. However, this contradicts 

our observation of absent deposits and fine, sinuous 

channels. Hence, we deem this scenario unlikely. 

The arcuate crevasse formations indicate the 

removal of a subsurface material – possibly an 

underground ice lens (maybe the volatile-rich infill of 

an older, subdued crater?), whose material has been 

mobilized to deeper layers due to local heat sources. 
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Future Work: Due to the limited DEM resolution 

and the small size of the channels, it is planned to 

implement photogrammetric methods for analyzing the 

local topography (e.g., channel depth). We also plan to 

collect further parameters of both channels (e.g., width, 

branching, cut banks/point bars) and basins (texture). 

Crater counts to determine the absolute age are also 

planned. Moreover, we will study terrestrial analogues 

of supraglacial channels on top of the Greenlandic Ice 
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Shield remotely. These measurements will be based on 

the ArcticDEM dataset [12]. 
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Fig. 1. A: Sinuous channels flowing over ridges (black 

arrows), depressions (white dashed lines). 

Topographic gradient is from right to left. Note the 

smooth mantling at the bottom of the depressions, and 

its sharp edges (white arrow). White arrow Red box 

indicates subset B (MOLA/CTX). 

Fig. 3. Statistical distribution of channels by sinuosity. 
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Fig. 2. Blue areas indicate basin fillings (Fig. 1). 

Yellow dots indicate the locations of arcuate crevasses. 

For statistical calculations, only channels located 

within the black circle were considered (CTX/MOLA). 

Fig. 4 (right). Two arcuate crevasse formations (CTX). 
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